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There is only one answer to this question: do not pinch. You will simply ruin your crop by pinching. This 
is no longer your grandma’s garden mum which required multiple pinches to induce any branching at 
all.  
Today's genetics from Gediflora are all about branching. In the early vegetative stage it takes 7-8 leaves 
for the new shoot to develop a crown bud that will terminate its elongation and promote lateral shoots 
(Figure1). 

Figure 1.   

Crown bud and lateral shoots 

These lateral shoots will eventually terminate as well and the branching process will continue. As you 
can easily guess this type of branching will result in formation of perfectly rounded garden mum unless 
the process is disturbed by pinching.  
The vast majority of large growers in North America stopped pinching mums several years ago or just 
recently. Most growers who still pinch do so because of old habits they developed in the past and they 
can't imagine a successful crop without it. I agree that some suppliers still offer old genetics that don't 
branch very well and perhaps might benefit from a pinch. If you are a grower who uses Gediflora 
genetics please rest assured that our varieties will finish best without the pinch. They start branching 
immediately after transplanting and within a week you will see lateral shoots forming on the main stem 
(Figure2).  

Figure 2.  

Lateral shoots 1 week after 
transplanting 



Garden mums are propagated vegetatively so each plant is programed to be the same and produce 
perfectly uniform crop.   
We just recently visited our rooting stations in North America and as expected most garden mum plugs 
were being shipped without a pinch (Figure 3). Some pinched plugs are still being offered but at a 
higher price to compensate for extra labor. Surprisingly some growers are still willing to pay for that. 

Figure 3. Perfect plugs, not pinched, 1.5" tall from soil level. 

Most of the rooting stations will admit that they don’t pinch plugs for their own use. This should be an 
eye opener for those who still request a pinched plug.  
 
The difference in uniformity between pinched and not pinched plug is enormous. Employees who pinch 
plugs by hand get tired and lose concentration at the end of the day, a plug tray pinched in the 
afternoon doesn’t look as good as the one in the morning. The mechanical trimming is even worse, 
causes tissue damage and is not acceptable. As a test, try to take pictures of your recently pinched 
plugs and analyze the work quality next day, you will have hard time believing those pictures were 
taken in your greenhouse (Figure 4) 

Figure 4.  

Lack of uniformity after 
pinch 
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Unfortunately if the internodes become too stretchy (Figure 6) it is best to discard such plugs and find a 
replacement, they will not produce acceptable quality.      

Figure 6.  

Plugs too stretchy for transplanting 

Figure 5.  

Plug on the left too stretchy, will 
require a soft pinch 

I realize that mistakes happen, your soil or pots might be arriving late or spring shipping becomes 
priority over garden mum planting. Your plugs sit on the bench over the weekend and somehow 
become too stretchy. In such case you might consider soft pinch, remove ½” from the cutting tip 
(Figure 5) and plant deep so bottom shoots emerging from the soil will still provide stability for the 
plant. 
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I believe the “no pinch” concept in garden mums will become a standard very soon and we will wonder 
how we could even consider such a thing in the past. 
Best regards, 


